
RULES 
 

These Rules Are For Your Safety, and Ours; BECAUSE WE CARE. 
§ Children MUST be of walking age to ride on the train. 
§ Carrying babes in arms is NOT permitted.  
§ Passengers under 5 years of age MUST be accompanied by an adult to ensure that they remain safely 

seated. 
§ ALL Passengers must be seated – Sorry, no babes in arms 
§ As of 1st January 2016…..ALL PASSENGERS MUST WEAR ENCLOSED FOOTWEAR.    NO 

THONGS…NO SANDLES….NO BARE FEET…..                 NO EXCEPTIONS. 
§ This is a Workplace Health and Safety order. 
§ Passengers feet MUST at all times be within the foot wells of the carriage. 
§ Passengers MUST NOT leave the train while it is moving. 
§ Passengers MUST NOT lean out of the train to grab any plants, rocks, hats, signals, etc. If you fall and 

have a limb, foot or hand underneath the train it could cause you some serious bodily harm. 
§ Smoking is NOT permitted on train. 
§ Alcohol is NOT permitted on train. 
§ Food stuff and drinks are NOT permitted on train. 
§ DO NOT use cameras whilst the train are moving. This includes still cameras, video cameras and 

mobile phones with built-in cameras. 
§ PLEASE SUPERVISE YOUR CHILDREN.  THEY ARE YOUR RESPONSIBILITY NOT 

OURS. 
§ DO NOT run beside the train when they are moving. You can trip and get hurt or cause others to get 

hurt. 
§ Cross the train tracks ONLY at the proper marked crossings and look to see that there is no train 

coming. Train cannot stop quickly. 
§ DO NOT walk along the tracks. Train can appear from secluded points around the track and may hit 

you. If you get hit by a train, it will hurt you. 
§ We reserve the right to deny admission onto the train, to ask you to get off the train or ask you to 

leave the site. This applies to any person who may be causing a safety hazard or endangering 
others. 

PLEASE NOTE 
As of 1st January 2016, You MUST have ENCLOSED footwear to ride on our train as bare feet, 

sandles and thongs are not permitted. 
THIS IS A SAFETY ISSUE…. 

 NO EXCEPTIONS….NO EXCUSES.      NO ENCLOSED FOOTWEAR….NO RIDE ! 
SAFETY IS VERY IMPORTANT TO HIGHFIELDS PIONEERVILLAGE, MUSEUM & PARK 

INC.  
Please DO NOT lean over and try to pickup items from the ground or try and touch trees and rail side 
fixtures when the train are moving as you can cause the train to derail. Please DO NOT lean over for 
any reason. 
Again…we ask that patrons DO NOT use cameras while the train are moving as you can cause the 
train to derail by leaning out or taking selfies.   This includes still cameras, video cameras AND mobile 
phones that have camera abilities.   
Please be aware that the steam locomotives are HOT and as such can cause you to be burned. We 
don’t mind people looking but please keep young inquisitive children away from the locomotive. This 
is a real steam locomotive, using real coal, real fire and real water to make real steam for it’s 
propulsion. The only difference between these locomotives and full sized locomotives is their size. 
They work in exactly the same way as full sized locomotives. 
THESE RULES ARE FOR YOUR SAFETY AND OURS……BECAUSE WE CARE. 
If an incident does occur and someone is injured,  PLEASE report this to the person at the Ticket 
Sales Table. 
There is a stocked First Aid Kit at the Ticket Sales Table that you can use if required. 
 


